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• Ngāti Awa Farms Ltd is the landowning company which

manages the farm activities of Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Awa.

They own Ngāti Awa, an 1,117 ha hill country breeding

and finishing farm adjacent to Whakatāne and are

majority shareholders in two dairy farms as well as

having significant forestry investments.

• Three scenarios were considered: whether existing

woodlots would be better replanted in alternative

species following harvest such as natives or coast

redwood, the eligibility for carbon grants and ETS

implications and the options to reduce the

environmental footprint of farming operations

especially on sensitive areas.

• Tree planting grants provided by local and central

government can alleviate cash flow constraints

providing farmers with the option to convert marginal

land, improve environmental outcomes and diversify

income streams.

• On Ngakauroa Dairy areas were identified for mānuka

oil production.

• Integration of forestry offers the opportunity to

demonstrate “kaitiakitanga” and incorporate a sense of

ownership and belonging-”turangawaewae”.

• The planning and analysis provided in this case study

demonstrates the integration of the Right Tree in the

Right Place to achieve the Right Purpose: optimising

land use while meeting kaitiakitanga obligations to the

whenua and the environment..

Riparian sites selected on Ngāti Awa Drystock, that provide adequate

planting width, 30 m, species mix to attain 5 m height and meet the 30%

canopy closure requirements, are assumed to meet grant requirements. ETS

eligibility can also be satisfied. An extra top up grant for ecological

restoration worth an extra $2000/ha may also be available as the proposed

riparian planting will effectively exclude livestock from the remainder of the

Wairere stream catchment.
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CURRENT FARM BUSINESS

Read more 

on page 4

Decisions on species selection are guided by the overarching values of Te Rūnunga o Ngāti Awa including

providing employment opportunities for hapu, timber for carving or traditional medicinal properties, enhanced

landscape and trees of specific cultural significance. Site selection criteria focused on determining what trees are

best suited to: replanting existing woodlots with alternate species, environmentally sensitive areas and areas

currently underutilised.

Case Study Overview

This case study illustrates the impact of integrating various forestry options into pastoral drystock and dairy farm businesses while

upholding the traditional Māori values of mana, mauri, whakapapa and tapu. The options analysed are specific to the Ngāti Awa farms

and their farming aspirations. Eligibility for funding grants and ETS criteria as well as the implications of replanting woodlots into alternate

species are analysed. The full case study report with detailed analysis can be found at www.mpi.govt.nz/forestry/ and

www.perrinag.net.nz/planting-trees/.

Sections covered in this case study include:

WHOLE BUSINESS ANALYSIS – BEST FUTURE LAND USE & FARM SYSTEM

Potential plantings were grouped into three scenarios: implications of replanting radiata pine stands in

alternative species post harvest, eligibility for grant schemes, eligibility under the ETS of planting underutilized

land in mānuka for oil production and planting of riparian areas.

Read more 

on page 7-13

RIGHT TREE RIGHT PLACE RIGHT PURPOSE

This section presents a snap shot of the businesses background, goals, and current environmental challenges.

The importance of Ngāti Awa’s strategy and values in forming site selection criteria is discussed in regard to

forestry options analysed.

Read more 

on page 5-6

http://www.mpi.govt.nz/forestry/
http://www.perrinag.net.nz/planting-trees/
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Farm Overview (Status Quo Farm System) 

Location Ngāti Awa Drystock Details Ngakauroa Dairy Details

Effective ha 204

Herd size (cows) 600 

Production per cow 

(kgMS)
384

Production per ha (kgMS) 1,152

Soil types
Perch Gley

pumice soil

Water Course
Rangitāiki

River

Tumurau Dairy Details

Home farm (ha) 1,117

Flock size (ewes) 1,500  

Herd size (cows) 235

Lambing % 142%

Soil types

Loam and 

pumice soils

Water course

Wairere/ 

Maraetotara/ 

Wainuitewhare

Stream

Effective ha 340

Herd size (cows)
900

Production per cow 

(kgMS/cow)
330

Production per ha 

(kgMS/ha)
883

Soil types
Peat flats 

Pumice hills

Water course

Tarawera

River

Tumurau 

wetland

• whether existing woodlots would be better replanted in alternative species

following harvest and the carbon and ETS implications of this.

• the options to reduce the environmental footprint of their farming operations

especially on sensitive areas in a sustainable manner.

• the eligibility criteria for grant schemes and ETS implications of planting

underutilized areas in trees.

Rainfall: 1,189 to 

1,376mm/yr

Elevation: 0 to 183 m

Located 
here

Ngāti Awa Farms Ltd is the landowning company which manages the farm activities of

Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Awa. They own Ngāti Awa, a 1,186 ha hill country breeding and

finishing farm adjacent to the town of Whakatāne and Ohope, in the eastern BOP and

are majority shareholders with other hapū trusts in two dairy farms, Ngakauroa, beside

the Rangitāiki River and Tumurau at Rotomā. There is a separate forestry company

Ngāti Awa Forestry Ltd which has significant interest in 49,000 ha of pine plantation.

Ngāti Awa Drystock includes nearly 50% steep land some of which is or has been

planted in pine woodlots. The numerous gully heads, tributaries and catchments

running into three main streams require a flexible stock policy with wetter areas grazed

by smaller stock classes and riparian areas being fenced off. In contrast, Ngakauroa

Dairy is flat and Tumurau Dairy is flat to rolling with numerous springs and over 27 km

of waterways on farm including 79 mapped culvert crossings.

Integration of forestry offers the opportunity to demonstrate “kaitiakitanga” and

incorporate a sense of ownership and belonging -”turangawaewae” by building

environmental resilience, diversifying income, enhancing the property’s biodiversity and

aesthetics, and protecting more vulnerable areas.

Ngāti Awa’s goals in relation to this case study are to ascertain:
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Factors Motivating Tree Planting and Land Use Change
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Physical Constraints

• Challenging terrain with tracts of regenerating bush were planted in small pine

woodlots in the 1980s and 1990’s. Some of these are too steep for pine and have

archaeological sites. Poor establishment of second rotation pine on steeper areas is

also an issue. As Ngāti Awa already have large forestry investments elsewhere,

alternate species are being considered. This leads to the question of “what are the

carbon implications of using alternate species”.

• Intensive grazing at Ngāti Awa is made difficult by both the contour on steeper

areas and dampness issues on easier country with further tributaries identified for

fencing. Pasture quality in these areas is also impacted reducing potential stock

performance, and weed control is costly. Erosion control is important as the area can

incur heavy rainfall events. Poplars planted in the past have outgrown their useful

life and are now a hazard. The farm provides year round access to a network of

walking and cycling tracks - the public exposure reinforces the need to be good

guardians of the whenua.

• Options of retiring land that enhances the property from an environmental, financial,

aesthetic and cultural viewpoint are actively considered to achieve the Right Tree in

the Right place for the Right Purpose.

Environmental Constraints

• The Rangitāiki River winds it’s way along one boundary of Ngakauroa Dairy farm.

The environmental advantages from planting a wider buffer zone on this

underutilized land to provide additional filtering of runoff and reduced stock grazing

are considered on the 5.2 ha of stop bank. Planting of mānuka for oil is assessed.

• While 50% of the Tumurau Dairy at Rotomā is made up of free draining rolling

pumice hills the other 50% are poorly drained peatland straddled by 27 km of

fenced drains. These water courses flow directly into the Tarawera River on the

eastern boundary of the farm or into the Tumurau wetland on the northern

boundary. Reducing sediment and microbial pathogen runoff and nutrient leaching

is a focus.

• The integration of trees may provide a valuable tool to improve environmental

impacts. For example, retiring low quality land into a low N land use while also

sequestering carbon over time and improving water quality.



Right Tree Right Place Right Purpose

In this section the tree options for the different land classes are explained. Species which resonated with Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Awa values were
favoured. Three scenarios were chosen from the site and species options to examine the process and implications for replanting current forest areas
in alternate species, identifying and planting riparian areas and planting underutilized land.
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Alternate species for steep and 
underutilized land

• Species selected for timber and carbon 
sequestration:
Totara (Podocarpus totara),                               

Coast Redwood (Sequoia sempervirens).

• Species selected for biodiversity and 
landscape enhancement:
Pōhutukawa (Metrosideros excels).

• Native cover crop species provide for 
more rapid carbon sequestration and 
potential for income from honey or 
medicinal properties such as: 
Mānuka (Leptospermum scoparium) 

and Kawakawa (Piper exelsum).

Mānuka for oil & species for 
landscape enhancement

• Plantation Mānuka grown in rows to allow
harvest of foliage for oil production may
be suitable at Ngakauroa stop bank area
where the gentle sloping, long narrow
area would be ideal for mechanically.

• Species selected for aesthetics, ETS
eligibility (5 m canopy height), flowering
trees to attract bird life/honey potential
and endemic species:

• Kowhai, cabbage trees, pōhutukawa, flaxes,

lemonwood, lancewood etc.

• Alternatively species could be planted
specifically for rongoā (medicinal)
purposes or mahinga kai (food).

Riparian and erosion planting

• Kahikatea (Dacrycarpus dacydiodes)
were chosen for wet areas and at the base
of gullies for erosion control.

• Species selected for erosion control:
Modern cultivars of poplar (Populus
genus) such as “Kawa”, “Toa” and
“Tasman”.

• Two examples from Ngāti Awa Drystock
farm were used to show that riparian
planting for landscape enhancement and
sustainability, if planned correctly, can
meet the objectives of both various grant
schemes and the ETS.



Scenario 1: Replanting In Alternative Species.
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Following analysis of site selection three scenarios were explored: replanting radiata pine stands in alternative species, planting underutilized
land in mānuka for oil production and identifying and planting riparian areas to meet grant scheme requirements and be ETS eligible. The
scenarios allow examination of:

•Eligibility for grant schemes – the process, amount, timing, what is required.

•Carbon sequestration potential depending on forest species, forest area and methodology used to measure carbon stock.

•Possible liabilities that may arise from the forestry option in relation to ETS legislation.

A hypothetical grant scheme was used as an example for the scenario and for the case study. It was based on the criteria of the recent One
Billion Trees Scheme that closed in March 2021. One of the criteria in order to be eligible for the grant scheme is that land must not be
‘forest land’ at the time of application nor must it have been forest land for 5 years prior. The pine woodlots at Ngāti Awa have been
planted in first rotation pine. They therefore come under the definition of ‘forest land’ and are not eligible for grant funding. Some grants
however state that under “exceptional circumstances” they will consider funding native and reversion projects on land that does not meet the
previously mentioned criteria. Two sites which may qualify under such an “exceptional circumstances” ruling are in the 16.1 ha Maraetotara Rd
natural amphitheatre comprising two recently harvested pine stands covering archaeological sites.

Pre 1990 forests have no ETS liability for harvesting and replanting providing the forest is replanted within a specified timeframe or
sufficient regeneration of forest species occurs. If replanting or regeneration does not occur then “deforestation” occurs. There is an
allowance of up to 2 ha of pre 1990 forest deforestation in a 5 year period, beyond which NZU’s would have to be surrendered to the crown
to match the loss of area to deforestation. Ngāti Awa have two stands of pre 1990 pine forest. The first stand, of 3.4 ha harvested 2 years ago is
regenerating in native species and could be left to regenerate and would qualify if the vegetation is deemed “forest land” in 10 years and by 20
years have tree crown cover of 30% and a height of at least 5 meters. Alternatively the regenerating native would provide a suitable cover crop
for native tree seedlings such as totara or pōhutukawa. Plantings could then link up with the 9.8 ha Wairere Stream riparian area that has also
been identified for replanting. The second stand is 29.1 ha of 6 year old second rotation Radiata pine which has areas of poor seedling
establishment which would otherwise need to be replanted.

Post 1989 forest that is ETS registered would be liable to surrender NZU’s at the next 5 year mandatory emissions reporting period (MERP) if
there were a net loss in carbon stocks. Under the current carbon accounting “stock change” approach a participant in the ETS is required to
account for any loss in carbon in their forests even if that loss is temporary (e.g. through harvesting and replanting). This net loss would be
greater if replanting the pine plantation with a native seedling understory of totara or pōhutukawa. The carbon accumulation from the
indigenous forestry plantation would not be able to match the rate of carbon loss from decay of the 6 year old pines and decaying residual
underground root mass from the first rotation pines.
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Post 1989 forests registered in ETS:

Effect of species on tradeable carbon.

Ngāti Awa Drystock has a 44.5 hectare block of first rotation pines
planted in 1992 due for harvest. The site would be suitable for
replanting in either a native or exotic species for timber production.
Figure 1 shows the carbon accumulation of replanting in native
such as totara (yellow line) or coast redwood (red) assuming harvest
of the current stand and replanting of the second rotation occurs in
2021. The carbon accumulation of Pinus radiata (green line) has been
included as two successive rotations harvested at 29 years. The
graph shows that the rate of carbon sequestration from the shorter
rotation Pinus radiata is far greater than that of the coast
redwoods and totara species.

If this forest was registered in the ETS and NZU’s claimed from the
carbon sequestration of the initial pine rotation then replanting in
an alternative species would create a greater carbon liability
issue. This is due to slower carbon sequestration rates compared to
replanting again with pine. Safe carbon is effectively the carbon
storage in the forest remaining at the point at which the rate of
carbon decay is overtaken by the carbon sequestration of the
subsequent forest rotation. This is shown in Figure 1 as the volume of
carbon below which the line depicting total carbon accumulation for
each species reaches its lowest point.

Under a second rotation of pine the volume of safe carbon able to
be traded is 169 tonnes CO2/ha (169 NZU’s/ha), with coast
redwoods 95 NZU’s/ha and totara or other indigenous plantings
40 NZU’s/ha.

MPI default Carbon Look-Up Tables versus Field Measurement

Approach. Under current ETS rules, there are two methods to
measure forest carbon stocks depending on the size of the forest. A
forest is defined as a Carbon Accounting Area (CAA) of either a
single land parcel or multiple land parcels greater than one hectare in
size.

For forests less than 100 ha in size default MPI carbon look-up tables
must be used to calculate carbon stocks.
Indigenous forest default carbon stock values are based on
measurements taken from regenerating shrub typically dominated by
mānuka/kanuka forest species. Forests greater than 100 ha in size are
required to use participant specific carbon tables generated from forest
sample plot data known as the “Field measurement approach” (FMA).
The field work associated with measuring sample plots comes at a
significant cost hence forest areas under 100 ha have been excluded. The
FMA method will give a more accurate estimate of carbon stock in an
ETS participant’s forest particularly in the case of indigenous forest
where the default look-up tables stop at 50 years of growth and
beyond that point under that scenario carbon stock will level out at
323.4 tonnes CO2/ha. In reality however most growth cycles and
rotation periods of native forest timber species are generally in the range
of 60-80 years therefore the default tables underestimate the true total
carbon stocks of native forestry as outlined in Table 1.

Figure 1: Carbon accumulation of various forest species following harvest 

of first rotation Pinus Radiata
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Carbon Sequestration Rates
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Carbon sequestration rates for native species over time

outlined in Table 1 indicate that with the exception of rimu

and native shrubs, all species have greater carbon stocks

at 40 years than the MPI default tables at 50 years indicate

of 323 t CO2/ha. The carbon stocks of native shrubs at 20

years are still greater than that of the default look-up

tables (228 t CO2/ha vs. 158.7 t CO2/ha).

Post 1989 forest not registered in the ETS

Unregistered post 1989 forests have no ETS obligations

unlike pre 1990 forests which were automatically entered

into the ETS by default and therefore have liabilities

associated with deforestation.

An unregistered post 1989 forest has no liability for

harvesting and replanting (“no entitlement – no

obligation”).

Ngāti Awa have multiple blocks of post 1989 forest land

less than 100ha, some of which may be ETS registered.

Table 1. Predicted carbon sequestration (tonnes CO2/ha) for native 

species on average sites over time. (Kimberly et al, 2014)

Entering second rotation forest in the ETS

If it was decided to enter some of the blocks into the ETS once replanted, then

under the current stock change accounting approach, voluntary emissions

returns can be filed immediately. However there will not be a net allocation of

credits until the carbon sequestration of the second rotation exceeds the

residual decay of the original first rotation crop (Duckett, M. 2020).

Figure 2 indicates net carbon accumulation would occur at 7 years if

replanted in pine, 8 years if replanted in coast redwood and 9 years if

replanted in native forest species. From then onwards sequestered carbon

can be claimed and sold as NZU’s. However at harvest it is likely that all of the

NZU’s earned will have to be surrendered back as unlike first rotation forests

accumulation did not begin at Year 1, therefore there is not enough carbon

accumulation to allow for “safe carbon” with no liability.

Figure 2: Carbon accumulation of second rotation forest species (MPI default tables)



Carbon Averaging Versus Carbon Stock Change Approach 
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Under the new carbon averaging approach, forests joining the ETS
after their first rotation will have been considered to have already
reached their average age as NZ can only effectively count the first
rotation of a forest towards its international climate change
obligations. Therefore under the averaging approach “subsequent”
rotations can only claim NZU’s if more carbon can be sequestered
than the average produced from the previous rotation. This can be
done by increasing the rotation length of future rotations and
replanting in a species with a greater potential to sequester more
carbon.

The current carbon stock change accounting approach requires
ETS participants to account for any loss of carbon in their forests,
even if that loss is temporary. This means surrendering NZU’s
earned during forest growth at harvest and being liable for any
carbon loss associated with adverse events (e.g. fire, wind throw).

With carbon averaging ETS participants with first rotation post
1989 forests will be able to earn NZU’s up to a forests “average”
age. This average age is based on the long term carbon storage of
a forest over several rotations of growth and harvest at an
assumed commercial harvest age typical to their forest type e.g. (28
years for Pinus radiata).

Participants will be able to earn NZU’s up until a forest reaches its
average age, beyond that point they will not earn any more NZU’s.
However unlike the current stock change method they will not have
to repay any units back at harvest nor will they be liable for
repaying units during adverse events.
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Assuming the same species is replanted and rotation length kept,

this effectively increases the volume of “safe units” that are able to

be traded and is predicted to incentivise new plantings.

If a participant decides to plant a forest’s second or subsequent

rotation in a species that has the potential to store more carbon

(based on species and rotation length) then the forest will not be

eligible to earn NZU’s until the forest has reached the default

average age of the original forest species.

Conversely if a participant decides to replace a second or

subsequent rotation with a lower average carbon stock (e.g. from

hardwoods to radiata pine), they will have to surrender NZU’s to

compensate for the reduced average carbon stock.

Figure 3: Comparison of carbon accumulation accounting method BOP pinus

radiata harvested at 28 years.

Carbon averaging accounting is a new method of measuring
carbon stock of forests participating in the ETS. It was introduced
as part of amendments to the Climate Change Response Act and
will become mandatory for all new forests by January 2023. Forests
registering with the ETS between 1 January 2019 and 31 December
2022 have the option to account for carbon using the carbon stock
change or the new carbon average approach.



Mānuka plantation management

Seedlings can be planted in 2.4 metre rows to allow machinery access
to enable mechanical harvesting and other aspects of plantation
management (weed control, fertiliser etc.).

Spacing seedlings at 1-1.5 metres within rows would allow sufficient
space and sunlight to encourage the plant to grow plenty of foliage
which is the main source of oil extract.

Under ideal growing conditions, growth rates of 435 mm a year can be
expected for the first 10 years, 300 mm at 30 years and 210 mm at 40
years. With irrigation, seedlings planted at 50 cm in height have grown to
between 1.5 – 1.8 m in their first year (source: Mānuka Bioactives 2014).
For oil production tree height is targeted at 2.5 metres.
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Scenario 2: Planting Mānuka For Oil Production

There is also scope to replace the current barberry hedgerows

on Ngakauroa with mānuka plantings. These would be easily

accessible for annual harvesting of foliage and would grow into

an attractive hedgerow. Foliage harvesting would also enable

tree height to be managed for a centre pivot irrigator to pass

over.

Ngakauroa Dairy unit contains a 5.2 ha area of stop bank adjacent to the
Rangitāiki River which runs along the eastern farm boundary and is
currently used for rough grazing. At 1.4 km long this narrow, gentle
sloping strip is suitable for planting mānuka in rows that are able to be
mechanically harvested for oil production.

This scenario gives a broad overview of growing mānuka for oil
production and tests the Ngakouroa example for hypothetical grant
funding eligibility.

Mānuka (Leptospermum scopiu / ericoides) is commonly used by Māori
for Rongoā (medicinal) purposes due to the antibiotic properties of
mānuka leaf extracts. Scientists discovered leptospermone acts against
certain strains of Staphylococcus aureus or “Superbug” bacteria which are
resistant to most penicillins. This initial finding was the catalyst for further
research around the health benefits of mānuka oil health products.

Currently there are a few companies looking to partner with landowners
to grow mānuka plantations for oil production, the New Zealand Mānuka
Company, Mānuka Bioactives and Mānuka Rx being examples.

Harvesting normally occurs once a year in spring and summer 

when oil levels are at their highest in the foliage. Small 

quantities are able to be harvested from years 1-3 while also 

allowing for plant establishment. The foliage can be fully 

harvested from year 4.

Green leaves and branches less than 10 mm in diameter are 

harvested then left to wilt in order to reduce moisture content 

and therefore improve the efficiency of distillation, this is also 

improved by cutting all the foliage into uniform 100 mm lengths.

Information on foliage yields ranges from 2 tonnes foliage/ha 

from natural stands at 1100 plants per hectare to 5 tonnes/ha 

foliage from stands in purpose grown rows at a density of 2 -

2500 plants/ha (Wearmouth, 2015). 

Foliage is steam distilled on site using portable distillation 

equipment in order to reduce the need for transporting bulky 

foliage. Alternatively it can be effective to transport foliage to a 

distillation plant if it is nearby.

Steam distillation produces 2-3 L of oil per tonne of foliage, 

the floral infused steam vapour can also be sold as a hydrosol 

product.

A reasonable level of skill is required as poor distillation can 

result in the loss of valuable essential oils during the distillation 

process. For this reason and because equipment is expensive 

some people choose to sell foliage direct to distillers with $500-

$600 per tonne paid for good quality foliage. Manuka oil 

sells for $500 per litre. 



There are numerous pockets of mānuka plantings on the Ngāti Awa
Drystock farm that have been planted as areas have been retired from
grazing. The spacing of these plantings indicates the plants are
unlikely to meet ETS criteria for canopy cover but they could be suited
for harvesting foliage for mānuka oil production.
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Mānuka Plantation Eligibility for grant schemes or ETS

Criteria (please note some grant schemes may have different criteria)

1. To be eligible the land must not currently be “forested” (being
actively farmed land it does not meet the definition of a forest).

2. The area is greater than 5 ha in size so meets the threshold for
both native and exotic plantations (1 ha and 5 ha respectively).

3. The area is wide enough to allow for an average tree canopy cover
of at least 30 metres when mature.

4. The tree species grown on the site must be capable of reaching at
least 5 metres and be actively managed in such a way to allow it to
reach 5 metres at maturity.

The mānuka plantation would reach all of the above criteria except for
the last point where annual harvesting would effectively fail to
allow the plant to reach a height of 5 meters and ultimately 30%
canopy closure.

Therefore it would be highly unlikely the mānuka plantation would
be eligible for some grant funding, nor would it be eligible for the
ETS.

If the stand was left unharvested 30% canopy closure would be
achieved in 4 - 5 years and 5 meter height in 11 – 12 years, thus
meeting criteria for some grant funding options and ETS.

Scenario 3: Riparian planting for grant 

schemes and ETS Eligibility

Ngāti Awa has riparian areas on both the drystock and dairy 

units that have been identified for riparian planting.

The proposed areas on Ngāti Awa Drystock have no height 

limitations for species nor limitations on planting width, 

therefore it is possible they are able to meet the criteria for 

some grant schemes and ETS. 

Riparian plantings on the dairy units would be limited by 

height (centre pivot irrigator needs to pass over) and by width

(1 metre setback from drains, tributaries either side without 

encroaching on productive dairy land). Therefore they would 

not meet ETS criteria and are unlikely to meet many grant 

scheme criteria.



Payment of example funding grants

A 10 Year grant agreement is signed between the landowner and the
Crown in which various milestones have to be met in order to receive
funding. Payment is usually made over two or three milestones.

Milestone 1: 30% paid once the project is underway. 
Milestone 2: 50% to 70% paid once successful seedling 
establishment of at least 750 stems/ha. (2 months to 4 years from 
planting).
Milestone 3: Usually year 8 after proof sufficient stocking rate 
600stems/ha native and 400stems/ha exotics and weed and pest free.
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Eligibility criteria for a hypothetical example grant scheme
(Based on funding criteria of the recent One Billion Trees Scheme)

1. You must have the right to plant on the land

2. The land must not currently be “forested” nor for 5 years prior to
planting.

3. The area must have at least 1 ha (native plantations) or 5 ha
(exotic plantations). The area can be made up of multiple 1 ha
blocks of the same or multiple categories.

4. Plantings must include tree species capable of reaching 5 m
height at maturity.

5. The area is wide enough to allow for an average tree canopy cover
of at least 30 metres width when mature. Riparian areas are
allowed to be at least 10 m wide if a management plan is provided.

6. Collective canopy cover of at least 30%.

7. Seedling density should be reflective of best practice for the
type of planting being undertaken. E.g. 2,500 – 10,000 stems per
ha for native planting projects (including smaller trees and
shrubs), 1,000 – 2,500 stems per ha for most native and exotic
plantation forests.

8. The land must not already be in another government scheme.
For example erosion control funding program, regional council hill
country erosion control funding schemes, afforestation schemes,
Emissions Trading Scheme.

Funding categories

Table 2: Example Grant Scheme - Basic Fund Categories

Both areas at Ngāti Awa considered for riparian planting are 

greater than 1 ha in size ( 1.5 and 9.8 hectares), they can be planted 

30 metres in width with species over 5 m tall therefore making them 

eligible for the ETS in the future as well as the example grant 

scheme. Species selected include Kahikatea, Pōhutukawa,  Cabbage 

tree (Ti Kouka), Kowhai, Five finger (Whauwhaupaku) and 

Lemonwood (Tarata) 

Table 2 indicates that  subject to meeting the previously mentioned 

eligibility criteria the two riparian areas at Ngāti Awa could be able to 

obtain up to $4,500/ha in grants including the native planting and 

fencing grant.

The two proposed riparian areas combined would fence off around 

1.9 km of stream bank; this would be almost the entire length of the 

Wairere stream that is not already in native vegetation.

On this basis it would be worth Ngāti Awa investigating eligibility for 

an ecological restoration grant top up of $2,000/ha which is for 

projects that aim to restore native ecosystems at a catchment 

scale. If successful total grant funding of $6,000 per hectare for the 

riparian plantings could be achieved.

Example Grant funding summary:

Category Area * Base rate/ha

Erosion prone land or 

land with high 

preparation costs Fencing

Ecological 

restoration **

Native planting 1-300 ha 4,000$             Up to $500 500$                2,000$               

Native reversion 5-300 ha 1,000$             Up to $500 500$                N/A

Mānuka / kanuka planting 5-300 ha 1,800$             Up to $500 N / A N/A

Exotic planting 5-300 ha 1,500$             Up to $500 N /A N/A

** This top-up cannot be used in conjunction with any others.

Top-up ($ /ha)

* Minimum application size is 1ha for native planting and 5 ha for exotics (can be made up of 1 ha plots and / or a 

combination of categories)
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Eligibility Criteria for Emission Trading Scheme

1. Forest owners can participate in the ETS in two ways – either by
voluntarily registering their post 1989 forests in the ETS or
becoming mandatory participants if they are owners of non-
exempt pre 1990 forest that becomes deforested.

2. Forest land is defined as an area at least 1 ha in size, with at
least 30% of that hectare covered in forest species, capable of
reaching at least 5 m in height at maturity. The forest species
must also be capable of achieving a canopy closure of at least
30% at maturity and have an average width of at least 30 m.
“Forest species” is defined as a tree capable of reaching 5 m in
height but excludes trees grown primarily for fruit and nut
production.

Pre 1990 forest land:

• Was forest land on 31 December 1989

• Remained as forest land on 31 December 2007

• Contained predominately exotic forest species on 31 December
2007

Land that was indigenous forest land (e.g. native bush) on 31
December 1989 and remained so on 31 December 2007 is not pre
1990 forest. Pre 1990 forest owners can harvest and replant their
land without any liability except if not reforested within 4 year and
deemed deforested.

Post 1989 forest:

• Was not forest land on 31 December 1989

• Was forest land on 31 December 1989, but was deforested
between 1 January 1990 and 31 December 2007, or

• Was pre 1990 forest land that was deforested on or after 1 January
2008, and any ETS liability

Emissions Trading Scheme Obligations

1. Participants must file an emissions return once in every

mandatory emissions return period (MERP) to account for

changes in their forest's carbon stock. In addition a voluntary

return can be made once a year in order to claim NZU’s as a

result of an increase in a forests carbon stock.

2. However participants must also repay units if a forests carbon

stock decreases (e.g. fire, windthrow) and even if the

decrease in only temporary (e.g. harvesting).

3. Participants are also required to notify the government if

some or all of the registered post 1989 forest land is

transferred to another person or entity (e.g. forest is sold).

4. If the land is withdrawn from the ETS then the total number

of units received for the forest since ETS registration must be

surrendered (regardless of who received the units).

5. For forests less than 100 ha in size participants are required to

use default MPI carbon look-up tables to calculate carbon

stocks.

6. Forests greater than 100 ha are required to use participant

specific carbon tables generated from the “Field

Measurement Approach” (FMA).

7. Currently new forests joining the ETS have the option of

accounting for carbon under the stock change system or the

new averaging scheme. Forests registered between 1 January

2019 and 31 December 2022 have the option of transitioning

to average accounting. The average scheme will become

mandatory for all new forests by 2023.



• Scenario 1: Examined replanting forest areas currently in radiata pine in alternative species of either coast redwood or totara planted with
a mānuka cover crop. Examples of such areas on Ngāti Awa Drystock were discussed to show:

Potential liabilities depending on how the forest is classified under the Emissions Trading Scheme.

Implications of the difference in carbon sequestration rate of forest species in subsequent rotations.

How methods used to calculate the carbon stock of a forest can impact on carbon sequestration potential.

• Scenario 2: On Ngakauroa Dairy the underutilized stop bank area was identified for mānuka oil production. There would also be merit
in replanting existing hedgerows with mānuka; this could then be harvested for mānuka oil as well as having the benefits of
aesthetics, shelter and a low enough height for centre pivot irrigators to pass over.

• Planting grasses, sedges and flax along current setbacks would help achieve environmental goals by greatly reducing the risk of
nutrients and sediment entering drains. Centre pivot irrigators would also be able to pass over without plant height becoming an issue.

• Scenario 3: Riparian sites selected on Ngāti Awa Drystock, that provide adequate planting width, 30 m, species mix to attain 5 m height
and meet the 30% canopy closure requirements, will meet example grant scheme requirements. ETS eligibility can also be satisfied.
An extra top up grant for ecological restoration worth an extra $2000/ha may also be available as the proposed riparian planting will
effectively exclude livestock from the remainder of the Wairere stream catchment.

• Tree planting grants provided by various grant schemes can alleviate cash flow constraints providing farmers with the option to
convert marginal land, improve environmental outcomes and diversify income streams with limited impact on farm profitability.

• Replanting pine with natives or coast redwood is an intergenerational investment due to the long rotation length (80 – 120 years).
Therefore an investment analysis must account for other inherent benefits when comparing the investment against shorter Pinus radiata
term rotations. Cultural, biodiversity and landscape enhancement benefits must also be recognised.

• Ngāti Awa Farms Ltd are able to identify these benefits by the application of traditional Māori values to their business strategy as well as
their long term view of investment in the land; “the whenua is a gift passed down from our ancestors”

• The planning and analysis provided in this case study demonstrates the integration of the Right Tree in the Right Place to achieve the
Right Purpose: optimising land use while meeting kaitiakitanga obligations to the whenua and the environment. Retiring marginal land
would also diversify income, improve farm aesthetics and enhance the long-term value of the business.

Summary
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Definitions
ETS Emissions trading scheme

Grant scheme
A generic description of various local or central government initiated schemes where based on meeting certain criteria, funding can 

be acquired to help offset the costs associated with afforestation

CAA Carbon Accounting Area

Carbon average approach
New method of accounting for carbon which takes into account net C loss allowing for decay following harvest. Mandatory 1 Jan 

2023

Carbon sequestration Long term capture and storage of atmospheric carbon dioxide

FMA Field measurement approach= alternate method to calculate C accumulation than look-up tables

MERP Mandatory emissions reporting period eg 2013 to 2017, 2018-2022

MPI carbon look-up table Official tables used as default to estimate Carbon accumulation

NZU’s New Zealand Units traded in the ETS eg 169 tonnes CO2/ha = 169 NZU’s/ha

Stock change Current method of carbon accounting

Nitrogen loss An estimate of the N that enters the soil beneath the root zone (>60 cm) , expressed as kg N/ha/year

N surplus The quantity of N supplied that exceed plant requirements

Green House Gas Emissions (GHG) Green house gases on a whole farm basis expressed as CO2 equivalents

Kg MS Kilograms of milk solids (fat + protein)
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